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Section 14141 of the 1994 Crime Act empowers the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) to investigate and drive reform of local law enforcement agencies found to have engaged in a pattern or practice of misconduct. During the Trump administration, the DOJ willfully allowed its powers under this section to lie dormant, despite a number of high-profile incidents of police violence against Black Americans. Active enforcement of Section 14141 affords the federal executive branch significant opportunities to promote lawful policing. Using its pattern-or-practice authority, the DOJ has guided dozens of law enforcement agencies through a process designed to remedy systemic unlawful activity and establish systems built to enable a more accountable and transparent brand of policing. And yet, a close examination of these efforts over the last twenty-five years raises significant questions about whether the initiative is positioned to deliver on the hopes attached to it. Until the DOJ moves away from the exclusive reliance on technocratic solutions to address the symptoms of problems rooted in racial inequity, and instead positions pattern-or-practice reform to address the deep mistrust between police and communities of color, the aims of this effort will continue to fall short.
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I. INTRODUCTION

On the night of April 7, 2001, members of the Cincinnati (Ohio) Police Department (CPD) pursued an African-American man wanted on several misdemeanor charges through some of the city’s most dangerous
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neighborhoods. After a brief chase, the police cornered their suspect—Timothy Thomas, 19—shot, and killed him.¹ Thomas was the fifteenth Black male since 1995 to have died at the hands of the CPD.² Two days later, the city erupted in protest. Over-the-Rhine, the bleakest of Cincinnati’s several struggling, majority-Black neighborhoods, bore the brunt of the three-day outburst.³ Once again, a fatal police encounter had thrown an American city into chaos and enflamed a long history of tension between the city’s Black community and its police department.

The incident—like the beating of Rodney King and the recent deaths of Michael Brown, George Floyd, Freddie Gray, Breonna Taylor, Alton Sterling, Botham Jean, and Philando Castile—reflected many of the most pressing and vexing social, economic, political, and civic problems in modern America. To some Cincinnatians, Timothy Thomas came to symbolize the loss of hope often associated with perceptions of intractable poverty and systemic inequality.⁴ To others, the incident simply reflected the actions of a violent, racist police department, either unwilling or unable to constrain its officers.⁵ In either case, the incident and its aftermath conjured the late 1960s, when city residents had last witnessed racial tension and injustice metastasize into widespread violence.⁶

¹ Susan Vela, Officer Shoots, Kills Suspect, CINCINNATI ENQUIRER, Apr. 8, 2001, at A1.
⁴ See generally John Byczkowski & Kevin Aldridge, Races See Two Cincinnatis, CINCINNATI ENQUIRER, Sept. 2, 2001, at A1; Clines, Appeals for Peace, supra note 3; Clines, Echoes Amid the Violence, supra note 3.
⁵ See Dan Horn, Respect at Core of Police Debate, CINCINNATI ENQUIRER, Sept. 3, 2001, at A1 (discussing racial divide in community’s views of police officers in Ohio).
⁶ See Clines, Appeals for Peace, supra note 3 (noting mayor’s admission that recent violence was reminiscent of 1960s); Clines, Cincinnati Mayor, supra note 3 (“The last racial protests that attracted outside attention... were in 1968, in the aftermath of the assassination of the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.”); Kevin Sack, Despite Report After Report, Unrest Endures in Cincinnati, N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 16, 2001), http://www.nytimes.com/2001/04/16/us/despite-report-after-report-unrest-endures-in-cincinnati.html?pagewanted=all [https://perma.cc/9XZJ-5P96] (tracing Justice Department’s pattern of investigating police violence against Black community since 1968 with few tangible results).
The anatomy of a police killing includes issues of race, class, power, and influence. It raises questions about the place of government in society, the proper relationship between citizen and state, and the role of pluralism and politics in our daily lives. This genus of problem has plagued America for decades. In the late 1960s, a long and historically complex set of perceived inequities boiled over. Across the country, hundreds died and hundreds of millions of dollars in property damage occurred as mostly African-American rioters lashed out in “bitterness and resentment” against “segregation and poverty” in cities as diverse as Tampa, Buffalo, and Los Angeles. Today, residents in Ferguson and Minneapolis experience similar injustices and draw on similar language to describe their desperation—just as Cincinnatians did in the wake of Timothy Thomas’s shooting. Indeed, protest and insurrection are seen as the only viable answer to police violence and the persistent, unyielding oppression it signifies.

It is important to note that despite this stasis, the federal government’s response to police violence has changed significantly over time, both in the language used to frame the issue and the legal and policy instruments available to address it. In 1968, at the behest of President Lyndon Johnson, a bipartisan group of politicians and civil servants set out to explain this turbulence. Though the Kerner Commission’s diagnosis was sweeping, much of its focus centered on the police. In one of the earliest and most important public recognitions of the profound connection between race and police behavior, the Kerner Commission Report “cited deep hostility between police and ghetto communities as a primary cause” of the violence. Federal funds poured into social services, housing, and job programs, as the Supreme Court was remaking the relationship between police and the communities they served. There was a clear acknowledgment of the broken relationship between municipal police and their Black constituents, but no formal mechanism for federal intervention.

Today, federal capacity to promote police-community relations has increased substantially. In fact, Section 14141 of the 1994 Crime Act empowers the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) to investigate and drive reform of local agencies found to have engaged in a pattern or practice of misconduct. It is under this substantial authority that the DOJ intervened in the management of the Cincinnati Police Department in the wake of

---

8. Id. at 157.
the Thomas shooting, as it has done more recently in Ferguson and Baltimore. Despite its dormancy under Trump, there remains broad confidence in the “pattern-or-practice” initiative as the primary means for addressing systematic misconduct in America’s police and sheriff’s departments.

The House Judiciary Committee cited Section 14141 in calling for a federal investigation into the 2020 police-involved deaths of George Floyd, Ahmaud Arbery, and Breonna Taylor. Prominent civil society organizations, including the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, the Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights, the National Association for Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement, and the American Society of Criminology, urged a similar course.

As a presidential candidate, Joe Biden placed pattern-or-practice

---


12. Letter from Leadership Conf. on Civ. & Hum. Rts., to William P. Barr, Att’y Gen., U.S. Dep’t of Just. (June 4, 2020), https://civilrights.org/resource/civil-rights-groups-request-doj-investigation-into-death-of-george-floyd/ [https://perma.cc/KT8L-MJBY] (“On behalf of The Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights (The Leadership Conference) and the 213 undersigned organizations, we urge the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) to fully investigate the circumstances surrounding Mr. Floyd’s death as well as the Minneapolis Police Department’s (MPD) long history of brutality against Black and Brown individuals in the community it serves.”).

13. Press Release, Nat’l Ass’n for Civilian Oversight of L. Enf’t, Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement Necessary for Meaningful Reform (June 2, 2020), https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/nacole/pages/80/attachments/original/1591134549/NACOLE_Floyd_Press_Release_FINAL_20200602.pdf?1591134549 [https://perma.cc/9SLJ-6AVV] (“We strongly recommend that oversight agencies have the authority to investigate, take testimony, audit or review internal investigations or processes, and make policy recommendations that will allow law enforcement departments to begin to serve communities in a truly just and unbiased way.”).

reform at the center of his team’s criminal justice policy, asserting that:

Under the Biden Administration, the Justice Department will again use its authority to root out unconstitutional or unlawful policing. The Biden Administration will reverse the limitations put in place under President Trump, and Biden will appoint Justice Department leadership who will prioritize the role of using pattern-or-practice investigations to strengthen our justice system.15

President Biden’s DOJ, under Attorney General Merrick Garland, has begun to make good on these promises. Since taking office, Garland has initiated formal investigations in Minneapolis, Minnesota;16 Louisville, Kentucky;17 and, most recently, Phoenix, Arizona.18

Active enforcement of Section 14141 affords the federal executive branch significant power in promoting lawful policing. Under this authority, the DOJ has guided dozens of law enforcement agencies through a process designed to remedy systemic unlawful activity and establish systems built to enable a more accountable and transparent brand of policing. And yet, a close examination of these efforts over the last twenty-five years raises significant questions about whether the pattern-or-practice initiative is positioned to deliver on the hopes attached to it. Indeed, until the DOJ moves away from the exclusive reliance on technocratic solutions to address the symptoms of problems rooted in racial inequity, and instead positions pattern-or-practice reform to address the deep mistrust between police and communities of color, the aims of this effort will continue to fall short.

This Article begins with a brief history of Section 14141 and a review of the negotiated settlement process that defines the DOJ’s role in reshaping unlawful agency practices. From there, the focus shifts to the


The substance of these reform efforts, with a particular eye toward the rather narrow role that race plays. The paper closes with an argument for the future of pattern-or-practice reform to include a more explicit, proactive incorporation of racial dialogue.

II. THE FEDERAL PATTERN-OR-PRACTICE INITIATIVE

Section 14141 of the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994 empowers the DOJ to investigate allegations of ongoing and systematic misconduct in state and local police departments across the United States. Attorneys from the Special Litigation Section of the Civil Rights Division, which oversees enforcement of Section 14141, have initiated “hundreds” of preliminary inquiries under this authority. This initial stage has generated evidence to support at least seventy-three formal investigations, the large majority of which have involved claims that agency use-of-force policies, search-and-seizure practices, and/or traffic or pedestrian-stop protocols violate either constitutional or statutory legal standards.

Of the DOJ’s seventy completed investigations, forty-four (62.9 percent) revealed evidence of a “pattern or practice” of misconduct. Forty of those forty-four (90.1 percent) affected jurisdictions that opted to settle immediately rather than litigate the DOJ’s legal claims. The resultant settlement agreements, memorialized in the form of either a consent decree (n = 20) or a memorandum of understanding (n = 20), represent a legally binding, judicially enforced roadmap to remedying the legal

19. 34 U.S.C. § 12601(b) (originally enacted as 42 U.S.C. § 14141(b)).
23. There are exceptions to this pattern. At least four jurisdictions have pursued litigation, including Columbus, Ohio; Maricopa County, Arizona; Alamance County, North Carolina; and Colorado City, Arizona, before opting to settle. C.R. Div., supra note 20, at 42, 46, 47.
violation.\textsuperscript{24}

Despite variation in the nature and the severity of the misconduct at issue in each case, the DOJ continues to draw on a set of organizational and managerial reforms it developed during the Clinton administration to drive change.\textsuperscript{25} The reliance on several key components has remained stable over time. A significant majority of settlements includes mandates to change relevant policy and related officer training. To improve compliance with the new policies, most agreements require increased data collection efforts, the development of an early intervention system, and the institution of heightened chain-of-command oversight. New officer complaint protocols are often incorporated to promote both internal and external accountability.

The system developed to drive the implementation of these reforms is a clear strength of the initiative. In nearly every settlement agreement developed under Section 14141, strict timelines are established, along with regular status update requirements, each designed to promote incremental progress while building momentum toward the broader reform goals. Day-to-day management of this process has been overseen by an independent monitor in sixty percent of all cases (n = 24), a total that includes nearly every settlement involving a major urban jurisdiction, including Los Angeles; Cincinnati; Washington, DC; Baltimore; Seattle; Portland; Miami; and Detroit.\textsuperscript{26} In cases where the scope of the reform was sufficiently narrow that costs of independent oversight outweighed benefits, DOJ staff have served in this role.\textsuperscript{27}

The standard settlement agreement also includes explicit long-run horizons, which typically range from five to seven years for major efforts. In Seattle, where the settlement included scores of mandated changes to address a wide range of issues, the deadline for implementation was set

---


\textsuperscript{25} See C.R. Div., supra note 20, at 1–2, 21–23, 30–31 (analyzing Independent Monitoring team’s role and noting that fourteen of the eighteen currently open reform agreements are overseen by it).


\textsuperscript{27} See, e.g., Settlement Agreement at 20–23, United States v. City of Warren, No. 12-cv-00086 (N.D. Ohio Jan. 26, 2012), ECF No. 4 (delineating Department of Justice’s direct oversight during monitoring, reporting, and implementing Settlement Agreement).
at five years. By contrast, cases involving more targeted reforms, like those in Yonkers, New York, and Warren, Ohio, for example, the agreements were set to terminate after two years.

The framework driving reform, from deadlines to oversight officials, including DOJ and monitor team staff, remain in place until the presiding judge has determined that the department “has fully implemented the terms of the agreement, often including sustained implementation of the agreement for the amount of time agreed upon by the parties (usually two consecutive years).” In some cases, like Prince George’s County, Maryland, this has occurred in step with the termination date established by the original agreement. In others, like Los Angeles and Seattle, oversight has remained in place for an extended period. We know relatively little about the end of federal oversight under Section 14141. The process of reaching substantial compliance, the factors that shape the end of a consent decree, and the transition from DOJ oversight to department autonomy deserve much closer attention from scholars. The overarching point to be made, however, is that termination is akin to a declaration of victory, an assertion that the process has effectively addressed the precipitating unlawful conduct and equipped the department with the tools to maintain lawful, accountable policing in perpetuity.


30. U.S. DEP’T OF JUST., YONKERS POLICE DEPARTMENT AGREEMENT 23 (Nov. 14, 2016), https://www.justice.gov/crt/case-document/file/923196/download (“The Parties envision that YPD can achieve substantial compliance with all the requirements of this Agreement within two years of its Effective Date.”); Settlement Agreement, supra note 27, at 22 (mandating city’s compliance with settlement agreement’s terms for two years).

31. See Case Profile: U.S. v. Prince George’s County, Maryland, C.R. DIV., supra note 20, at 35.

32. The LAPD settlement was signed in June 2001 and originally set to terminate at five years. The presiding judge lifted federal oversight in May 2013. Joel Rubin, Federal Judge Lifts LAPD Consent Decree, L.A. TIMES (May 16, 2013, 12:00 AM), https://www.latimes.com/local/la-xpm-2013-may-16-la-me-lapd-consent-decree-20130517-story.html (commenting that there is “no real end in sight” to Seattle’s federal oversight decree).
Empirical analysis of this assumption has been driven by single-case analysis of reform efforts in Pittsburgh; Los Angeles; Washington, DC; and Cincinnati. In each instance, study authors came away largely optimistic about the effort, but these conclusions were based almost entirely on anecdote and rudimentary assessment of annual trends. Owing to the challenge of accessing appropriate data and other relevant metrics, the focus was necessarily placed on the agencies’ implementation of mandated reforms, rather than a more systematic impact evaluation. A clear strength of the initiative is the infrastructure put in place to bring agencies through the consent-decree process, yet this body of scholarship suggests an inconsistent relationship between these organizational reforms and the policy outcomes such changes were designed to address. A recent paper tracked Section 1983 suits filed against police in twenty-three jurisdictions experiencing federal intervention to examine the premise that pattern-or-practice reform will reduce police-related civil-rights litigation in the affected jurisdiction. The data suggest that the consent-decree process “may contribute to a modest reduction in the probability of Section 1983 filings occurring. . . . [Though t]he protective effects of the consent decree experience may not last in the long term.”

A second paper compared data on police killings occurring between 2000 and 2016 across 962 municipal police departments, including thirty-six agencies that faced federal intervention during that period. The results suggest that the initiation of a DOJ investigation correlated with a


35. See generally CHANIN, supra note 31.


39. Id. at 594.

twenty-seven percent drop in police killings.\textsuperscript{41} In cases where the investigation led to a consent decree, jurisdictions that were assigned an independent monitor to oversee the reform saw police killings drop by an additional twenty-nine percent; reforms taking place without a monitor saw no additional reduction.\textsuperscript{42} The data suggest at least two important implications. First, the apparent deterrent effect associated with DOJ’s investigative phase is meaningful and worthy of future study. Second, so too is the relative value of independent oversight. This finding is noteworthy given the value of external accountability to organizational reform generally and the DOJ’s reliance on an independent monitor in nearly every major reform effort it has initiated. Monitorship is the most significant cost associated with the reform process. A correlation between the use of an independent monitor and reduced incidence of police killing is a strong counter to cost-based criticism. Critically, the paper did not address whether affected departments were able to sustain their lower levels of police killing.

Given what is understood about the challenges associated with institutionalizing organizational reforms, there is good reason to believe that such progress may be transitory. Examples of such backsliding—whether a function of an agency’s inability or unwillingness to cement changes brought on by the federal intervention or sustain the cultural ethos embedded in the process—are not uncommon.

Pittsburgh, where the DOJ intervened in 1997 to address “excessive force, false arrests, and improper searches and seizures,”\textsuperscript{43} is an example of early progress beginning to deteriorate almost as soon as the consent decree was terminated. The reform process was championed by a reform-minded police chief, Robert McNeilly, and buoyed by support from the city’s political institutions.\textsuperscript{44} Despite significant opposition from the officer union, the changes appeared to take hold and showed meaningful early returns.\textsuperscript{45} By 2012, seven years after federal oversight was lifted, signs of backsliding had become evident.\textsuperscript{46} McNeilly had been fired, the

\begin{footnotes}
\textsuperscript{41} Id. at 921.
\textsuperscript{42} Id.
\textsuperscript{43} C.R. Div., supra note 20, at 3.
\textsuperscript{44} See Chanin, supra note 31 at 117 (noting McNeilly’s professed dedication to reform); Davis, Henderson & Ortiz, supra note 33, at 10 (describing city officials’ determination to carry out federal consent decree, assisted by implementation committee consisting of police chief and other supportive, high-ranking officials).
\textsuperscript{45} See Davis, Henderson & Ortiz, supra note 33, at 10 (noting police union’s absence from consent decree’s implementation committee); Chanin, supra note 31, at 43 (describing progress by September 2002, five years after consent decree’s inception).
\textsuperscript{46} See Joshua M. Chanin, Examining the Sustainability of Pattern or Practice Police Misconduct Reform, 18 Police Q. 163, 177 (2015) (“Use of force incidence dropped precipitously in 2008...
City had experienced a series of high-profile use-of-force incidents, and there had been a substantial drop in public confidence in the police. By 2014, McNeilly’s replacement had been indicted on federal corruption charges, raising in Mayor Bill Peduto’s words, “red flags that open up a lot of concern that . . . could allow for federal agencies to come in [again].”

While the decline experienced by other jurisdictions may not have been as precipitous as that in Pittsburgh, the small amount of long-run data that has been gathered shows worrisome signs in Prince George’s County, Maryland; Detroit; and others. Progress in Cincinnati, which has for years been the DOJ’s crown jewel and the case proponents used to demonstrate the efficacy and sustainability of the process, has

and 2009, as citizen complaints spiked and remained basically flat until 2012, when the annual total climbed some 23%.

47. See id. at 172–74 (noting McNeilly’s dismissal in early 2006, subsequent annual increase in use-of-force complaints against PBP, and high-profile incidents of alleged police violence against protesters at 2009 G-20 summit).

48. See id. at 175 (“[S]uch incidents have had a dramatic effect on police-community relations in the city and continue to negatively affect public perceptions of the Bureau.”).


dropped off recently. In 2017, ten years after the CPD was released from the 2002 agreement, several members of the original team that had worked on the Collaborative Agreement began reviewing the status of the reform.\footnote{Collaborative Agreement Refresh, City of Cincinnati, \url{https://www.cincinnati-oh.gov/police/collaborative-agreement-refresh/} [https://perma.cc/M8UX-PQC5] (last visited Dec. 19, 2021).} In a series of reports, the team identified weaknesses in the CPD’s use of data and the systems in place to drive officer accountability.\footnote{See generally Saul A. Green et al., Progress Report: City of Cincinnati Collaborative Agreement: Bias-Free Policing and Officer Accountability (2017) \url{https://www.cincinnati-oh.gov/sites/police/assets/File/Bias-Free%20Policing%20%26%20Officer%20Accountability%20Progress%20Report%20-%20Saul%20Green%209-21-17.pdf} [https://perma.cc/8QFQ-WXGB].}

In Washington, DC, where the Metropolitan Police Department (MPD) had shown early promise in its effort to drive changes to its use-of-force and officer accountability infrastructure,\footnote{See Chanin, supra note 46, at 175 (reporting that, according to consent-decree monitor, the Washington, DC, police department had become more sophisticated and a model for reform across the country).} former MPD consent-decree monitor Michael Bromwich conducted a review seven years after the consent decree was terminated and found a mixed bag. Bromwich noted that the MPD continued to embody sound use-of-force policy but over time had lapsed in its effort to maintain top-line use-of-force investigation protocols and best practices in other areas subject to reform.\footnote{See Michael Bromwich et al., The Durability of Police Reform: The Metropolitan Police Department and Use of Force: 2008–2015, at 114–17 (2016), \url{https://dcauditor.org/report/the-durability-of-police-reform-the-metropolitan-police-department-and-use-of-force-2008-2015/} [https://perma.cc/AQ24-72BN] (concluding that MPD had improved from its pre-consent decree practices, but that it must continue working hard to prevent “erosion of important reforms that comes naturally with the passage of time”).} In a follow-up to the 2016 report, Bromwich closely evaluated four MPD use-of-deadly-force incidents occurring between 2018 and 2019. His review found “serious lapses” in the Department’s investigation of these incidents, problems identified in the earlier report that had “grown substantially worse,” and a department that “appear[ed] to resist or be unconcerned with remedying them.”\footnote{Michael Bromwich et al., The Metropolitan Police Department and the Use of Deadly Force: Four Case Studies 2018–2019, at xvii (2021), \url{https://dcauditor.org/report/the-metropolitan-police-department-and-the-use-of-deadly-force-four-case-studies-2018-2019/} [https://perma.cc/GD4N-LSUF].}

The pattern-or-practice initiative is the most powerful tool for driving police reform in the United States. The federal government has investigated dozens of agencies since 1994, finding evidence of systematic misconduct and thus formally intervening in several, including some of the country’s most prominent departments. The process has received praise...
from academics, police executives, and various other stakeholders, yet has been subject to relatively little empirical evaluation. What does exist suggests that the consent-decree process has succeeded in promoting technocratic reforms, from changes to policy and training, to the development of internal officer accountability systems, but provides a scant indication that these structural changes either lead to desired outcomes or prompt the sorts of cultural evolution necessary to institutionalize the principles—lawfulness, equity, accountability, transparency—driving the process. The tenuousness of reforms in places like Pittsburgh and Washington, DC, makes clear that something significant must change if Section 14141 is going to match its reputation for bringing change to malfeasant departments and the communities directly affected.

III. Section 14141, Race, and Police Legitimacy

In an interview with Playboy, former police chief William Bratton argued that police behavior is critically important to race relations in the United States. “If we don’t solve the race issue, we’ll never solve the other issues [with policing]. The police have traditionally been the flash point for so many of America’s racial problems,” said Bratton. There is much historical evidence to support Bratton’s view. The Kerner Commission identified racial tension and a severe lack of trust between the police and minority communities as a central explanation for the urban upheaval of the 1960s. Uprisings during the Civil Rights Era were certainly not the last example of the costly interaction between police behavior and race. Other blue-ribbon commission reports, including that of the Christopher Commission, were formed to evaluate the LAPD in the months following the Rodney King beating, and they highlighted the
intertwinement of race and police abuse, as do more recent incidents involving Michael Brown, Freddie Gray, and George Floyd, among thousands of others.\textsuperscript{65}

A significant and related cost is the mistrust of police institutions among Blacks in the United States. According to a Gallup poll, thirty-four percent of Blacks in 1993 said that they had a “great deal” of confidence in police, compared to sixty percent of Whites.\textsuperscript{66} In 2020, the gap was considerably larger: fifty-six percent of Whites reported high confidence in police, while just nineteen percent of Blacks felt the same way.\textsuperscript{67} Similar race-based disparities exist in views of police discrimination\textsuperscript{68} and the use of force.\textsuperscript{69}

This is not the proper forum for a comprehensive discussion of the scholarly research examining the relationship between race and policing. Even a cursory review of the voluminous scholarship on the issue makes plain the importance of evaluating police behavior, particularly misconduct, with an eye towards race and the detrimental effect of racialized inequity on police-community relations.\textsuperscript{70} At a minimum, in light of both historical evidence and a preponderance of empirical scholarship, it is difficult to argue with the notion that the vexed and deeply rooted relationship between the police and minority communities greatly affects issues of law and order, crime and justice, and misconduct and accountability across the United States.

\textsuperscript{65} See, e.g., Weihua Li, \textit{From Michael Brown to George Floyd: What We’ve Learned About Policing}, MARSHALL PROJECT (June 3, 2020, 6:00 AM), https://www.themarshallproject.org/2020/06/03/from-michael-brown-to-george-floyd-what-we-ve-learned-about-policing [https://perma.cc/DBB2-VHNE] (tracing reports from the Kerner Commission through recent DOJ reports on police reforms and linking recent police killings of Black men to continued police abuses and systemic racial inequities).


\textsuperscript{67} Id.

\textsuperscript{68} Laura Santhanam, \textit{Two-Thirds of Black Americans Don’t Trust the Police to Treat Them Equally: Most White Americans Do.}, PBS NEWSHOUR (June 5, 2020, 12:00 PM), https://www.pbs.org/newshour/politics/two-thirds-of-black-americans-dont-trust-the-police-to-treat-them-equally-most-white-americans-do [https://perma.cc/YC6B-H36K].


The analytical convergence of race and police conduct is of particular relevance in the context of Section 14141. In one form or another, race-based inequities have been present in nearly every case brought by the DOJ under this authority. This is true of so-called “first wave” cases initiated by the Clinton and George W. Bush administrations, beginning with the 1994 investigation into alleged racial profiling by the New Jersey State Police. Another early investigation, initiated in April 1996 in Pittsburgh, was sparked by the death of two Black men at the hands of the police and a long string of complaints submitted to the ACLU by Black Pittsburghers alleging disproportionate use of force and a wider pattern of discrimination by PBP officers. The Pittsburgh Bureau of Police settled these claims in 1997 and remained under federal oversight until 2005. A series of stories in the Washington Post chronicled the Washington, DC, Metro Police Department’s (MPD’s) high—and racially skewed—rate of police-involved shootings, many of which targeted Blacks, prompting then-Chief Charles Ramsey to request a DOJ investigation in January 1999. The MPD was under federal control from 2001 through 2008. In Prince George’s County, Maryland, a well-documented string of police violence and corruption incidents, together with a litany of complaints of racial bias collected by the NAACP in the early 2000s, helped to substantiate the DOJ’s claims of systematic, race-

72. See ROBERT C. DAVIS ET AL., supra note 33, at 4–7 (discussing ACLU investigation prompted by tensions between police and Black Pittsburgh community after two Black men were killed in police custody).
74. See Roberto Suro & Sari Horwitz, Justice Department to Assist D.C. Police, WASH. POST, Jan. 8, 1999, at D01 (recounting Washington Post’s eight-month investigation showing police misconduct and prompting Chief Charles Ramsey’s request that DOJ review all fatal police shootings in past decade).
76. See Craig Whitlock, FBI to Probe Pr. George’s Police Cases, WASH. POST (Aug. 3, 2001), https://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2007/06/21/AR2007062101006.html [https://perma.cc/Y83N-GHEA] (“The FBI has opened civil rights investigations in seven cases in which Prince George’s County police shot or allegedly beat people, bringing to more than 30 the number of federal probes involving county officers in the past two years.”).
77. See Craig Whitlock, Pr. George’s Police Face Wider Inquiry, WASH. POST (Apr. 11, 2000),
based misconduct.

The pattern among Obama-era cases takes a similar shape. Several investigations were driven by allegations of discriminatory policing. Racially disparate outcomes were identified in Alamance County, North Carolina; Meridian, Mississippi; East Haven, Connecticut; and Maricopa County, Arizona, among others. In Newark, the DOJ built its consent decree around “stark and unremitting” evidence of race-based disparities. An investigation of the Baltimore Police Department, initiated after Freddie Gray was killed while in police custody, revealed “a policing strategy that, by its design, led to differential enforcement in African-American communities” and a failure to “prevent discrimination, despite longstanding notice of concerns about how it polices African-American communities in the City.” The DOJ’s review of policing in Ferguson, Missouri, revealed what one commentator called a “conspiracy” against the city’s Black residents:

Ferguson’s own data establish clear racial disparities that adversely impact African Americans. The evidence shows that discriminatory intent is part of the reason for these disparities. Over


time, Ferguson’s police . . . practices have sown deep mistrust between parts of the community and the police department, undermining law enforcement legitimacy among African Americans in particular.\textsuperscript{85}

Investigations into allegations of ostensibly race-neutral yet unlawful conduct, like the use of excessive force or improper search-and-seizure practices, revealed in nearly every case evidence of race-based misconduct. In Seattle, a federal investigation into unlawful use of force and discriminatory policing was precipitated by the police killing of a Native American man\textsuperscript{86} and a video recording of an SPD officer threatening to “beat the fucking Mexican piss” out of a suspect.\textsuperscript{87} The DOJ findings letter described evidence of a “strong perception among segments of Seattle’s diverse communities that SPD officers engage in discriminatory policing practices against racial and ethnic minorities . . . .”\textsuperscript{88} This alone did not substantiate a finding that SPD engaged in a pattern or practice of discriminatory policing,\textsuperscript{89} but these findings were framed as being reflective of a long-standing mistrust of the SPD among members of the city’s minority communities:

Over the years, SPD has grappled with complaints regarding its treatment of racial and ethnic minorities. The [Office of Police Accountability] Auditor’s 2009 Report about SPD’s Relationship with Diverse Communities found that 43% of residents and 56% of Blacks believe that racial profiling by the police is a problem in Seattle. . . . This is an area where community perceptions can have significantly detrimental consequences on a police


\textsuperscript{88}. Id. at 25.
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We further find that SPD’s ability to maintain the trust of the community is hindered by SPD’s: (1) deficient policies that address the risk of biased policing and or govern pedestrian stops; (2) inadequate supervision and training of its officers on (a) how to avoid biased policing practices, (b) how to conduct proper pedestrian stops, and (c) tactical communications skills; (3) a failure to proactively and consistently engage the community; and (4) the failure to keep meaningful data that would permit SPD to evaluate and take action to address allegations of biased policing.
department’s ability to perform its mission, and it is an area where SPD faces real challenges.90

The 2010 investigation of allegations that the New Orleans Police Department (NOPD) engaged in systematically unlawful use of force revealed a similar story. Data showed racialized use-of-force patterns: “Of the 27 instances between January 2009 and May 2010 in which NOPD officers intentionally discharged their firearms at people, all 27 of the subjects of this deadly force were African American.”91 Together with what the DOJ called the NOPD’s “fail[ure] to take meaningful steps to counteract and eradicate bias based on race, ethnicity, and LGBT status in its policing practices,”92 these data only underscore the historical mistrust of the Department among the city’s Black and Brown communities.93

In 2014 the DOJ found that the Portland Police Department (PPD) had engaged in a pattern or practice of unlawful use of force and problematic treatment of the city’s mentally ill.94 And while the settlement, which remains in place, was developed to address those ostensibly race-neutral issues, race and the PPD’s relationship with Portland’s minority residents undergirds the federal intervention. As was the case in Seattle and New Orleans, the DOJ’s Portland investigation revealed belief among “community members . . . that racism exists within the police force” as residents described “incidents over a 20-year time span which informed their perception.”95

In Yonkers, New York, where an agreement was signed in 2009 to address allegations of unlawful use of force and discriminatory policing, the DOJ drew attention to the corrosive effects such practices have on police legitimacy and community trust:

The YPD should work to improve its relationship with the Yonkers community. Citizen interviews and news reports revealed
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allegations of distrust and fear of the YPD. Deep seated concerns of racial animus impede attempts at reconciliation.\textsuperscript{96}

This language makes clear that the DOJ was cognizant of how salient race is to the unlawful activity their investigation uncovered in Yonkers. Similar language used in findings letters in Pittsburgh, Seattle, Baltimore, Ferguson, and nearly every other jurisdiction found to have engaged in a pattern or practice of misconduct, regardless of its specific nature, suggests that the DOJ no doubt understands the connection between race and the systemic problems they aim to remedy.

Their actions, by contrast, suggest that despite its importance, the issue of race is something not to be addressed head on. In nearly every case, settlement agreements refuse to mention the issue by name and take a mostly laissez-faire approach to address the tension between police and the communities they serve. Early agreements, like those established in places like Detroit,\textsuperscript{97} Prince George’s County,\textsuperscript{98} Washington, DC,\textsuperscript{99} East Haven, Connecticut,\textsuperscript{100} Mt. Prospect, Illinois,\textsuperscript{101} and Villa Rica, Georgia\textsuperscript{102} do not mention race, racial bias, or community relations in any meaningful way, despite the centrality of discriminatory policing to the reform effort in these jurisdictions. Steps taken in Los Angeles and Pittsburgh, where the DOJ was more willing to engage with these issues, serve to highlight the tendency to ignore “root causes” in favor of technocratic reforms narrowly tailored to the issues identified by their investigation.

In Pittsburgh, where the DOJ intervened to address a pattern of racialized use of force, the settlement frames the problem as one of “bad apple” officers and chooses to address the problem as such. There is admirable
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attention paid to confronting “potential racial bias, including use of racial epithets,” by PBP officers, by mandating chain-of-command audits and the use of other personnel management strategies designed to identify and intervene with problem officers.\textsuperscript{103} And while the effectiveness and sustainability of these individualized, self-regulating strategies may be debated, they offer no means of confronting the sort of agency-level cultural orientation that allows such views to perpetuate. Further, they do little to restore the department’s legitimacy in the eyes of city residents, least of which those who have been directly affected by the agency’s racialized enforcement patterns. To that end, the agreement says little beyond the suggestion that PBP “continue to make every effort to participate in [community] meetings, including meetings organized by or oriented towards minorities.”\textsuperscript{104}

It is perhaps unsurprising then that a 2003 survey of Pittsburgh residents, taken just two years after the PBP reached full compliance with the consent decree, showed substantial reservoirs of mistrust: “Sixty-three percent of [respondents] reported that Pittsburgh police stop people without a good reason; 51 percent say the police use offensive language, and 67 percent say the police are verbally or physically abusive with citizens.”\textsuperscript{105} Black respondents had an even lower view of the PBP; seventy percent felt that excessive force was commonplace\textsuperscript{106} and just seventeen percent of Black respondents felt that they are treated either the same or better than Whites.\textsuperscript{107}

The Pittsburgh settlement does include provisions for strengthening the existing systems for receiving and investigating citizen complaints filed against PBP officers,\textsuperscript{108} but seems to overlook the connection between trust in an organization and one’s willingness to lodge a formal complaint against one of its employees. Thirty-two percent of respondents to the same survey felt it was easy to file a complaint against a PBP officer,\textsuperscript{109} while forty percent saw the authorities as doing a good job of investigating complaints.\textsuperscript{110} Black respondents felt even less sanguine: just twenty percent saw filing a complaint as easy,\textsuperscript{111} while twenty-four
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percent felt the authorities did a good job investigating complaints.\textsuperscript{112} Unsurprisingly, given the distrust these data describe and the PBP’s rapid reversion to the pre-reform status quo, things continued to decline in Pittsburgh. In a 2020 report, the city’s Community Taskforce for Police Reform, created by Mayor Bill Peduto to “lay out a blueprint for real and sustained change and reform,”\textsuperscript{113} described the “relationship and trust between police and communities, particularly communities of color” as being “in need of urgent repair.”\textsuperscript{114}

The DOJ’s oversight of the LAPD, “one of the most ambitious experiments in police reform ever attempted in an American city,” developed “[a]fter a decade of policing crises that began with the beating of Rodney King in 1991 and culminated in the Rampart police corruption scandal in 1999,”\textsuperscript{115} took a similarly indirect approach. Individual officers were required to attend cultural diversity training and had their daily activity reviewed for signs of unlawful behavior.\textsuperscript{116} The Department was required to publish semi-annual reports on the reform effort and to “continue to utilize community advisory groups [and] . . . meet quarterly with the community they serve.”\textsuperscript{117}

As was the case in Pittsburgh, the consent decree in Los Angeles produced minimal gains in the perception of LAPD among city residents. A 2009 evaluation, published eight years after federal oversight was initiated, noted signs of progress and a “cautious optimism” about the changes taking place.\textsuperscript{118} This framing is complicated by data showing that fifty-one percent of all respondents believed that the police in their community “treat all racial and ethnic groups fairly.”\textsuperscript{119} And though that figure represents an increase from previous survey results, celebrating evidence that half of the city believes that their police department is racist reflects not only how much work remains, but how deeply ingrained the acceptance of race-based policing has become.

A more recent survey suggests that trust in LAPD remains strained in the full population and severely lacking among the city’s Black residents. In 2020, forty-two percent of Angelenos felt that “police officers treat all
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racial and ethnic groups equally,” a view held by just 17.5 percent of Black respondents. Just over half of all respondents (52.1 percent) felt that officers “only use the amount of force necessary to accomplish their tasks,” compared to 27.1 percent of Blacks. Among Black respondents, 28.1 percent believed that the LAPD would hold accountable officers who engage in misconduct, substantially lower than the 53.6 percent of the full sample holding that view. It must be acknowledged that these more recent figures were captured after Michael Brown was killed by a Ferguson police officer, an event that fundamentally changed the way that Americans, particularly those from Black and other minority communities, viewed their relationship to police. The study was also conducted in the immediate aftermath of George Floyd’s murder, Breonna Taylor’s death, and in the context of the spotlight those events placed on racialized police violence. This likely means that some of the mistrust they capture is reflective of misconduct in Minneapolis and Louisville.

The Obama DOJ was aggressive in its use of the pattern-or-practice authority and to its credit initiated several investigations into departments alleged to have engaged in racial profiling, disparate use of force, or some other manifestation of bias. But the settlements negotiated under Attorney General Eric Holder evinced a similar reluctance to engage with a broader, less transactional vision of race or make an effort to address the insidiousness of institutional racism that undergirds so many of the systems they sought to dismantle. However, these agreements did begin to reflect not only a deeper understanding of the importance of police-community relations but increased confidence in the consent-decree process as a means of enhancing trust and legitimacy.

Several tools are deployed to this end, including policy mandates, like the requirement that departments in New Orleans and Newark invest in community-policing strategies while requiring that officers receive training in cultural awareness and community engagement. In other
jurisdictions, the DOJ added strategies designed to structure direct engagement with community members. In Baltimore, the police were required to “develop and implement community-engagement plans for creating opportunities for routine and frequent positive interactions between officers and community members, including those critical of BPD.”

The consent decree in Portland, Oregon, mandated the creation of the Portland Committee on Community Engaged-Policing (PCCEP), a citizen-based group designed to serve as a liaison between the Department and the community it serves while advising leadership on strategies for improving police-community relations. In a similar vein, Seattle’s Community Police Commission was developed to incorporate community voices into the consent-decree implementation process. Many Obama-era agreements also included survey requirements and other provisions for evaluating and publicizing data measuring police-community relations.

The Ferguson agreement represents the DOJ’s most concerted and comprehensive effort to use the reform process to address police-community relations. The settlement includes various requirements found in other agreements, including a mandated community-engagement plan, the creation of a community-based committee to oversee the reform implementation and advise FPD leadership, and the administration of annual surveys used to track progress, among others. What sets Ferguson apart from other jurisdictions is the DOJ’s insistence that every FPD officer in the first six months of the reform process “participate in a series of structured small-group dialogues, arranged and led by a qualified neutral facilitator, between police officers and community members and groups . . . .” Critically, the sessions were to proceed “with an emphasis
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on community members and groups who previously have not had strong
or positive relationships with FPD or the City.”

It will certainly take time to appropriately measure the effects of these
investments made to promote trust in the FPD. In an effort to establish a
baseline of public opinion, the Ferguson monitor team began recruiting
survey participants in April 2019—to frustratingly little avail. Despite
significant public outreach over the course of six months, the monitor was
able to recruit just 125 survey respondents, a large majority of whom
were not reflective of “the entire demographic makeup of the community
of Ferguson, with an overrepresentation of affluent, educated, white res-
idents.” That less than one percent of the city’s 18,527 residents
were willing to participate suggests a deep cynicism toward the reform
process and a lack of trust in the forces driving it. That so few members
of Ferguson’s Black community chose to engage makes clear how deep
the divide was at the time, and how far the DOJ and the city must travel
to approach the sort of trust that can help to drive—and sustain— organ-
izational change.

Data from other jurisdictions overseen by the Obama DOJ further il-
lustrate the complex relationship among reform, local context, and public
opinion. In some cases, efforts to improve police-community relations
have yet to take hold. In Portland, for example, where the DOJ intervened
in 2013, 2019 data showed that the “perception exists [among Portland
residents] that PPB [Portland Police Bureau] enforces laws selectively
and with bias, leading to community cynicism, mistrust and discomfort
when interacting with PPB,” despite six years under federal oversight.
Data gathered from hundreds of Baltimore city residents between 2018
and 2019 described a relationship characterized by low levels of satisfac-
tion and trust in the BPD. Respondents described BPD officers as “disre-
spectful,” with a majority reporting that they had “personally observed
BPD engaging in racial profiling, engaging in excessive force, and using
verbally abusive language towards civilians.” It would be unfair to
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draw any firm conclusions at such an early stage, but these data certainly indicate that after two years, the consent decree has done little to repair the strain that existed at the start of the process.

In other jurisdictions, like Newark, tangible gains have been made. Survey data from 2020 showed a bump from the 2018 survey in the share of respondents who reported having positive encounters with the NPD, and those who experienced NPD officers being “helpful, even when [they] didn’t have to be.” This improvement appears to have accrued disproportionately among White Newarkers. Thirty-six percent of Black respondents and forty-one percent of Hispanic respondents reported never having had “a positive experience” with the NPD, compared to twenty-eight percent of White respondents.

Even more pronounced were the racial disparities in confidence in the NPD’s investigation of complaints filed against its officers: sixty-seven percent of Whites reported being “very satisfied,” while just eleven percent of Black complainants felt the same way.

As with Baltimore, the process in Newark must be given time to develop before being judged. At a minimum, the early findings highlight the salience of race to one’s experiences with and perceptions of the police, and that reforms designed to promote trust and confidence must be implemented in a nuanced and sincere, race-conscious manner.

The City of Seattle’s experience reveals a related point: citizen views of the police and their willingness to engage with police institutions are unstable and heavily affected by exogenous events, tending to recede in the wake of police misconduct, scandal, or other high-profile negative
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incident. In 2016, three years after the consent decree was signed, 62.9 percent of respondent Seattleites reported holding positive perceptions of the Seattle Police Department, a figure substantially higher than the 51.1 percent who described holding positive views of police generally. By 2019, the share of residents who felt positively about the SPD had dropped to 54.4, still higher than the 49.3 percent who reported positive views of police generally, but reflective of a pretty clear change in attitude.

To summarize, early settlements alluded to the importance of police-community relations but made very few proactive steps toward incorporating this set of goals into the reform instruments of that era. There is precious little information to help assess the strength of these early efforts, but evidence from Pittsburgh and Los Angeles suggest at a minimum that deep mistrust remains in communities of color. The Obama DOJ made a much grander commitment to strengthening trust in police and certainly did more to manifest this agenda. As the agency noted in a 2017 review of the initiative, “Nearly all of the Division’s current generation of reform agreements require law enforcement agencies to develop a plan for institutionalizing community engagement.” The instruments used varied by location and seemed to follow no real discernable logic, with some jurisdictions, like Yonkers, facing relatively low-level intervention, while mandates in others, like Ferguson, were much heavier handed. The DOJ continued to avoid confronting the issue of race, however, choosing instead to frame the issue of mistrust and illegitimacy in race-neutral terms despite obvious evidence to the contrary. It is far too early to gauge the success of these efforts in many cities, but the experiences of places like Seattle and Portland, where federal oversight has been in place for several years, suggest that progress can be elusive and difficult to sustain.

IV. DISCUSSION

Despite the obvious ways in which they are intertwined, the Department of Justice has thus far chosen not to draw an explicit connection between racial tension—both historically rooted and recently surfaced in
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the wake of a high-profile event—and the police misconduct they aim to remedy. Instead, the DOJ’s diagnosis—and thus necessarily, its prescriptions—are purely technical in nature, geared toward addressing unlawful behavior in isolation, as if it existed in an environmental-contextual vacuum. Taken on its own merits, the substance of pattern-or-practice settlement agreements seems to suggest that the DOJ believes the most effective remedy for long-standing, systematic police misconduct, from which in many cases racial tension cannot be severed, is to strengthen the department’s policies, oversight systems, training protocols, and managerial capacity, without any acknowledgment of race—and largely a nominal, laissez-faire engagement with the issue of police legitimacy and community relations. The argument that this changed wholesale under the Obama Administration is belied by the inconsistent and somewhat hesitant use of the pattern-or-practice authority, which has yet to match the rhetorical championing of the consent-decree process as a means of promoting “police-community engagement” in affected departments.

This apparent disconnect begs a series of important questions. Assuming that the DOJ’s initial investigation demonstrates a racial component to the pattern or practice of abuse (e.g., racial profiling, use of force disproportionately against minorities, etc.), should the settlement agreement’s prescriptions attempt to address directly the community’s broader issues of racial tension and mistrust? How would this be done? Is the pattern-or-practice initiative the most appropriate mechanism for achieving these kinds of nebulous sociological goals? Would such a formal acknowledgment result in more effective and more durable remedial reforms?

Several powerful arguments justify doing so, beginning with the reality that the status quo has not led to sustained, lasting change. As has been discussed, the roster of pattern-or-practice interventions is littered with cities and departments that find themselves in the same position they were prior to the DOJ’s initial investigation.

Anecdotal evidence has shown

150. Feasibility is also certainly part of the DOJ’s calculus. Attempting to address longstanding racial tension between police and minority groups through the enforcement of Section 14141 presents several obvious logistical challenges, many of which may result in threatening either the legality of the initiative and/or the technical capacity of the reforms implemented pursuant to such a wide-ranging settlement.

that the DOJ’s structural reform template has in some cases produced a stronger, more capable accountability system and a more lawful, transparent style of policing. But evidence of such changes correlating over the longer term with sustained, measurable improvements in relevant outcomes like traffic-enforcement disparities and use-of-force incidents is rare. There is similarly little data indicating that things like changes to the use-of-force policy or the development of an early-intervention system have the ability to shift perceptions of the department among minority communities.

If the problems of police misconduct are inextricably related to racial tension, purely administrative reforms are insufficient. Little more evidence is needed than the long list of impotent policy reports, study groups, and blue-ribbon commissions that dot the histories of Pittsburgh; Baltimore; Washington, DC; New Orleans; Cincinnati; and nearly every other jurisdiction that has confronted a pattern-or-practice settlement. Police organizations are among the most visible and most palpable embodiments of the country’s history of institutionalized racism. There is undeniable tension borne out of this history, and every time a young Black man is killed by police, every time a report shows racial disparities in traffic-stop patterns, mistrust of police metastasizes in Black and Brown communities. If race indeed underlies police-community tension and contributes to the kinds of patterns of police abuse that motivate DOJ intervention, then an appropriate solution must address the root causes rather than focusing exclusively on developing the most sophisticated treatment of symptoms. No matter how effective the technical solutions, racial tension left unaddressed will inevitably render police department administrative reforms vulnerable to the next high-profile shooting or other incidents of misconduct. There is a good argument to be made that those investments in police-community relations, particularly those driven by concerted outreach to Black and Hispanic communities, will help to insulate departments from wild swings in public opinion and in the process work to sustain the structural and managerial changes made pursuant to a settlement.

The case of Cincinnati demonstrates both the feasibility and the potential of this idea. The Cincinnati Collaborative Agreement (CA) is a private, class-action settlement agreement developed in 2001 by the City of
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Cincinnati and representatives for the ACLU, the United Black Front, and the city’s police union, among others, to “resolve social conflict, to improve community-police relationships, to reduce crime and disorder . . . and to foster an atmosphere throughout the community of mutual respect and trust among community members including the police.” The CA was negotiated and implemented alongside the City’s pattern-or-practice settlement, with compliance overseen by the same monitor team and presiding federal judge. Whereas the federal intervention focused on policy and managerial changes, the CA emphasized strategic reform premised on the use of Community Problem Oriented Policing (CPOP) to involve the community in operational decision-making. To wit,

The City of Cincinnati, the plaintiffs and the FOP, shall adopt problem solving as the principal strategy for addressing crime and disorder problems. Initiatives to address crime and disorder will be preceded by careful problem definition, analysis and an examination of a broad range of solutions. The City of Cincinnati will routinely evaluate implemented solutions to crime and disorder problems, regardless of the agency leading the problem-solving effort. The City will develop and implement a plan to coordinate the City’s activities so that multi-agency problem solving with community members becomes a standard practice.

The substance of the CA is no doubt central to the argument here. The use of CPOP was designed to draw on community expertise in identifying public-safety problems and incorporates community insight into the development of solutions. The development and operation of this strategy rely heavily on trust and legitimacy, particularly among members of the city’s minority communities. The CA begins by defining in broad terms the nature of the conflict undergirding the driving litigation, suggesting that “the social conflict necessitating this Agreement arises out of a cultural context much broader than police community relationships.” The point is driven home through the use of explicitly racialized terms to define the plaintiffs’ class:
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All African-American or Black persons and people perceived as such who reside, work in and/or travel on public thoroughfares in the City of Cincinnati, Ohio either now or in the future and who are stopped, detained, or arrested by Cincinnati Police Officers or their agents, and citizens of any race who have been or will be subjected to a use of force by Cincinnati police officers and their agents.156

The process of developing these terms is just as important. Simply the involvement of civil-society groups like the United Black Front provides a voice, albeit indirect, for minority residents, and is thus a means to that end. Much more powerful, however, was the year-long process of dialogue between plaintiffs’ attorneys and members of the community in an effort to incorporate citizen views into the content of the CA. According to co-counsel for the United Black Front,

The collaborative terms grew out of extensive community meetings with all those stakeholders and with all the questionnaires we did, and with the 10,000 ideas that were catalogued. . . . [W]e combined the collaborative effort with an effort [by the Cincinnati Enquirer] called Neighbor-to-Neighbor, where we had community meetings in houses where police officers and citizens met and talked over contemporary issues, and we combined it also with something called Study Circle, which had various focus curriculum that groups met and talked through in churches and in social committees.157 And those of us developing the core enforceable class-action settlement gleaned and mined all the good ideas from all these different community-based efforts and then made sure we reported back to all those groups.158

As the name of the settlement suggests, the CA makes police-community relations a clear priority by taking specific steps to address bias in policing and to promote cooperation through the use of collaborative problem-solving strategies. The CA’s inclusive, bottom-up process gave minority residents ownership over the terms of the settlement, which contributed to sustaining changes made pursuant to the CA as well as the federal intervention. This process appears to have paid dividends. A 2009 evaluation by the RAND Corporation found “promising” improvement in police-community relations:

Cincinnati’s black residents reported improvements in perceived police professionalism, although their level of trust in the police
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is still significantly below that of white residents. Although the city’s black residents believe that police often use race in deciding their course of action, the perception of racial profiling is on the decline. 159

As noted, in 2017 the city revisited the CA, voluntarily subjecting itself and the CPD to an independent “audit” by a team led by Saul Green, the independent monitor hired to oversee implementation of the original reform. The process included a review of CPD use-of-force and traffic-stop data and other accountability systems, as well as a close look at CPD’s application and evaluation of the CPOP model at the center of the settlement. Green’s team found some issues with the collection and dissemination of data, but nothing of serious concern, at least compared to their assessment of CPOP, which was scathing. Their report suggested that CPD’s ambivalence toward CPOP and the lack of commitment to the principles underlying the CA amounted to “unilateral[] withdraw[al]” from the agreement. 160 Survey data continued to show a wide gulf between Black and White respondents’ trust in the CPD, and in the belief that CPD officers “care about everyone’s well-being.” 161

Diagnosing what went wrong in Cincinnati involves a deep dive into the effects of shifting political and organizational leadership, the influence of exogenous factors like the state of the local economy, and the death of Michael Brown, among many other potentially salient factors. That is work for another day. The point is not to emphasize the erosion of the CA, but to highlight that the Collaborative Agreement—on the strength of the initial investment in relationships with members of the city’s minority community and, critically, with key stakeholders, including religious and non-profit organizations—was the basis for the recent review. Critically, the CA also serves as the template for the ongoing CA “refresh” and the reinvestment in police-community relations at the heart of the effort.

Expanding the scope of the DOJ’s current efforts to include measures like those included in the Cincinnati CA, including extensive pre-
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settlement discussion with community stakeholders, organized interests, and individual minority community members, would likely increase the time needed to develop the content of the settlement agreements and may raise the costs of an intervention. That the process in Ferguson has included similar meetings suggests that such investments are feasible under the right conditions.

Mandating the use of community meetings to incorporate the views of minorities should not add considerable cost or delay to an already very expensive and time-consuming investigative, negotiation, and monitoring process. In fact, DOJ staff have in the past interviewed community leaders and individual citizens as part of their fact-finding investigations. Expanding that process and taking steps to solicit ideas from community residents does not seem beyond the capacity of DOJ attorneys or their subject-matter experts. What is more, the legal authority granted to the DOJ pursuant to Section 14141 is open ended with respect to means of enforcement. 162

Until recently, the case of Cincinnati represented the notion that a pattern-or-practice agreement targeting underlying racial tension using a more inclusive process, and by incorporating specific settlement provisions designed to improve police-community relations, is not only feasible but offers the prospect of several positive outcomes. Furthermore, the potential benefits of using the resources of the federal government and the strength of the pattern-or-practice statute to address issues as profound as race and policing in American far outweigh whatever costs are incurred by doing so. This point is underscored by the DOJ’s stated goal of addressing “issue[s] common to many law enforcement agencies” and those “represent[ing] an emerging or developing issue, such that reforms could have an impact beyond the primary objective of eliminating constitutional violations in the specific law enforcement agency.”163

Counterarguments exist as well. The Cincinnati Collaborative Agreement did not formally involve the DOJ and in many ways is a unique agreement with limited applicability to the more typical pattern-or-practice settlement. Aside from the legal arguments against it, which would

162. The language of the statute establishes that the Attorney General “may in a civil action obtain appropriate equitable and declaratory relief to eliminate the pattern or practice.” 42 U.S.C. § 14141(b) (2012) (currently codified at 34 U.S.C. § 12601(b)). Clearly, challenges to the DOJ’s incorporation of a race-based solution to patterns of misconduct would be based on the argument that such strategies are not “appropriate.” Though this is little more than pure conjecture, it seems to me that these kinds of arguments would be defeated by a clear demonstration by the DOJ of a plausible connection between jurisdictional racial tension and the established pattern or practice of unlawful police behavior. In other words, if the DOJ convinces a reviewing court that the police department’s problems are at least in part about race, then most courts would likely sanction the DOJ’s chosen remedial approach.

likely center on jurisdictional limitations, there are several questions about the desirability of having the federal government drive such a policy. Opponents would surely argue that federalism concerns outweigh any benefits along these lines. If a local jurisdiction wants to develop policies to address racial tension, then it is the local government that should craft and implement such an effort, not the federal DOJ. After all, the effort in Cincinnati was led by local civil-rights attorneys and civil-society groups without any involvement from Washington.

Relatedly, there is an argument to be made that expanding the scope of the DOJ’s task vis-à-vis Section 14141 would have undesirable side effects. Most acutely, incorporating a focus on race may run the risk of overwhelming the process, hindering the DOJ’s ability to develop and implement the kinds of technical changes at the heart of the current approach. Unrestrained ambition and administrative overreach have certainly derailed promising initiatives before.164

Incorporating racial justice into a process that already draws the ire of police leaders and their rank-and-file officers has the potential to further enflame local law enforcement. Concerns over possible downstream effects of such a reaction are not to be ignored, particularly in light of how important officer support is to successful reform. The notion of de-policing should not be dismissed, despite limited evidence tying such shirking behavior to pattern-or-practice reform.165 Research has shown that officers believe they face unfair criticism from the public,166 particularly in the context of race and the use of force,167 with dissatisfaction increasing

---

164. See MARTHA DERTHICK, NEW TOWNS IN-TOWN: WHY A FEDERAL PROGRAM FAILED 91 (1972) ("[T]he program’s failure . . . was that federal officials had stated objectives so ambitious that some degree of failure was certain.").


166. See Justin Nix, Scott E. Wolfe & Bradley A. Campbell, Command-level Police Officers’ Perceptions of the “War on Cops” and De-policing, 35 JUST. Q. 33, 33 (2018) (summarizing findings that many police officers surveyed believed a “war on cops” had ensued over prior two years).

167. See Rich Morin et al., Police Views, Public Views, PEW RSCH. CTR. (Jan. 11, 2017), https://www.pewresearch.org/social-trends/2017/01/11/police-views-public-views/ [https://perma.cc/G2G4-AWHJ] (“Police and the public describe the recent fatal incidents involving blacks and the police in very different ways. Roughly two-thirds of the police (67%) say these deadly encounters are isolated incidents, while about three-in-ten (31%) say they are signs of serious problems between law enforcement and the black community. But when the public is asked to consider these incidents, the result is virtually reversed: Six-in-ten say these encounters are signs of a broader problem, while 39% describe them as isolated incidents.”).
since the murder of George Floyd. At least one additional argument resonates: the assumption that the federal DOJ would be able to identify and develop workable remedies for a problem as nebulous as racial tension or police-community animosity is an uncertain one. One of the perceived strengths of the current approach is the specificity with which settlement language is able to describe both means and ends. The goals of settlement implementation are clear, and the steps to achieving them are carefully articulated as several very precise steps to reform. A critic would no doubt suggest that the goal of racial harmony seems to belie such precision and would run the risk of setting up the process for failure.

V. CONCLUSION

Timothy Thomas was shot and killed by a Cincinnati police officer just over twenty years ago. His death sparked a days-long uprising and led directly to a reform effort that forced deep changes to the department’s key policy and training regimes and its internal and external accountability infrastructure. Alongside the federally led effort was a private settlement originating from the same series of events that reimagined the city’s approach to public safety. Where the federal reform was top-down and largely unilateral, the collaborative agreement was built from the bottom up, based on community input and the voices of organized stakeholder groups, including groups representing the city’s Black community and its police union.

Taken together, the federal settlement and the collaborative agreement represent one of the most ambitious—and aggressive—police reform efforts in recent memory. The fate of the intervention also shows how complex and how wicked the problem of systemic police misconduct remains. To intervene and attempt reform is to run against several powerful and long-standing forces of inertia. Police agencies, like all complex organizations, are defined by a network of rules, norms, and subcultures. To attempt reform is to interrupt patterns of thinking and behavior that have been entrenched over decades. The same is true among members of the political class, who may feel beholden to powerful police unions or other majoritarian constituencies that oppose changes that may upset the status quo or increase fear that crime or disorder will harm their businesses or increase in their neighborhoods. Efforts at police reform are often met with cynicism in Black and Brown communities, as well, for reasons that

should be clear.

The DOJ’s pattern-or-practice initiative offers a powerful, but temporary, disruption. The legal mandate that enables the process and the external accountability that drives it to disappear when the settlement is terminated. Released from the threat of extended oversight or the embarrassment of a contempt order, police departments have little to motivate adherence to a more challenging approach to the job.

Steps taken during the Obama administration to build community engagement and support for the process were designed not only to promote trust and legitimacy but to build a more robust community-based accountability infrastructure. The DOJ has been too conservative along these lines, however, incorporating community-based tools in select jurisdictions and doing so in a selective, piecemeal fashion. Apart from the crime-related benefits of such an investment, committing fully to this effort has the potential to help sustain the organizational changes brought on by the federal intervention. The Cincinnati CA is a useful reference point for what such a program might look like. The CA’s explicit effort to reach out to members of Cincinnati’s Black community is central to what makes this example so valuable. There are others, including local efforts in Pittsburgh; Charlotte, North Carolina; Chicago; and Dayton, Ohio, to name a few. The work being done by the National Initiative for Building Community Trust and Justice is another initiative worth highlighting. The organization is currently evaluating “existing and newly developed interventions informed by implicit bias, procedural justice, and reconciliation” in six jurisdictions, including both Pittsburgh and Minneapolis. There are many others worthy of emulation or partnership.

169. See PITTSBURGH CMTY. TASKFORCE FOR POLICE REFORM, supra note 151 at 23–24 (noting efforts to recruit more members of Black community to join police force).


Members of the Black Lives Matter movement have worked hard over the last few years to keep the issue of race and policing in the national conversation. Governments at all levels have struggled to meet the moment, with many floundering in the face of political pressure from the left and right, from protesters and police. The Civil Rights Division sits on an opportunity to engage and lead, to use its strongest tool to help in the pursuit of meaningful, lasting solutions. In a 2017 report documenting their work enforcing Section 14141, the Civil Rights Division noted that since the program’s inception, a “focus on fixing broken systems and building police-community trust remain[s] the consistent themes of the Division’s pattern-or-practice police reform.” More aggressively emphasizing the latter, particularly by reaching out to members of the Black and Brown communities, will help to sustain changes made in pursuit of the former.